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 . w xThe partition algebras P n are algebras defined over the ring Z ¨Zw¨ x
of integral polynomials. They are of current interest because of their role
in the transfer matrix formulation of colouring problems and Q-state Potts
w x w xmodels in statistical mechanics 11 . Let k be a Z ¨ -algebra which is a
 .  .field, and let P n be the algebra obtained from P n by base changek Zw¨ x
to k, a finite dimensional k-algebra. If char k s 0 the representation
 .theory of P n is generically semisimple, and the exceptional cases arek
w x w xcompletely understood 11, 12, 14 . In 15 we showed that if char k ) 0
 .and the image of ¨ does not lie in the prime subfield of k, P n is Moritak
equivalent to kS = ??? = kS , a product of group algebras of symmetric0 n
groups.
In the present paper we show that in the remaining cases in positive
 .characteristic the representation theory of P n can be obtained byk
 .localisation from that of a suitably chosen classical Schur algebra 5.4 .
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The localisation functor is directly analogous to the Schur functor, and
provides a powerful tool for the transfer of information from the Schur
algebras to the partition algebras. In particular we express the decomposi-
tion matrices of the partition algebras as submatrices of those of the Schur
 .algebras 5.7 . Our approach also allows us to recover the exceptional
structure of the partition algebra in characteristic zero by passing to large
 .positive characteristic and applying the Jantzen sum formula 6.4 . At the
heart of our analysis is a new algebra T which forms a bridge between thek
representation theory of the partition algebras and of the general linear
groups. The precise definition of the algebra T is rather technical, butk
roughly speaking it is a simultaneous deformation of all the classical Schur
algebras, obtained by letting the lengths of the first rows of the relevant
Young diagrams tend to infinity.
After some preliminary categorical remarks in Section 1, we introduce in
Section 2 a global version of the partition algebra. This is the quotient by
certain ``chromatic relations'' of an auxiliary algebra defined in terms of
the pasting together of finite graphs. We define the Potts modules, and
 .show that in a suitably qualified sense the partition algebras can be
viewed as ``generic limits'' of the endomorphism algebras of the Potts
modules, considered as modules for the symmetric groups. Motivated by
this observation, we recall in Section 3 the definition of the Schur algebras
as endomorphism rings of symmetric group actions on tensor space, and
define our new algebra T as a ``generic limit'' of Schur algebras.k
The remaining three sections are devoted to the representation theory
of T and of the partition algebras. In Section 4 we examine some aspectsk
of the representation theory of T which do not depend on the characteris-k
tic of the base field. We parameterise its simple modules in terms of their
w xhighest weights, and show using Green's codeterminants 8 that T isk
close to being quasi-hereditary. In Section 5 we work in positive character-
istic, showing that arbitrarily large finite pieces of the representation
theory of T can be interpreted in terms of the Schur algebras. In this wayk
we ``reduce'' problems in the modular representation theory of the parti-
tion algebras to problems in the representation theory of the general
linear groups. In the final section we show that in characteristic zero T isk
Morita equivalent to the global partition algebra, and hence that it is
generically semisimple. We analyse the exceptional cases by reduction to
positive characteristic.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a ring not necessarily with identity. We write A-Mod for the
category of A-modules V satisfying AV s V; representation-theoretic
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properties of A, such as Morita equivalence and semisimplicity, are to be
understood with respect to this category. Let E be a set of pairwise
orthogonal idempotents in A. We say that E is complete if A s
 eAf. In this case an A-module V belongs to A-Mod if and only ife, f g E
V s [ eV.eg E
Such rings arise naturally as follows. Let X ( " X be a fixed decom-i i
fin .position of an object in an abelian category C , and write End X forC
 . fin ." Hom X , X . We refer to the elements of End X as the finitaryi, j C i j C
endomorphisms of X. The projections onto the summands X form ai
fin .complete set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in End X .C
Although we do not emphasize the fact notationally, this definition
depends very much on the choice of decomposition. We remark however
that if C is a Grothendieck category, and if the summands X have finitei
fin .length, End X is at least unique up to isomorphism. For we may refineC
the given decomposition to one by indecomposable objects without chang-
ing the finitary endomorphism ring. These objects have local endomor-
phism rings by Fitting's lemma, so Azumaya's theorem shows that the
decomposition is unique up to isomorphism.
We will make frequent use of the language of localisation see Gabriel
w x.6, Sect. III , and for the convenience of the reader we recall the facts we
will need here. A strict full subcategory L of a Grothendieck category C
 .is a localising subcategory if i given any short exact sequence 0 ª X ª Y
 .ª Z ª 0 in C we have Y g L if and only if X, Z g L ; ii L is closed to
taking arbitrary colimits. In this case there is a quotient category CrL and
a localisation functor F: C ª CrL , universal among exact functors which
annihilate L . Moreover F has a right adjoint G, the section functor. The
simple objects in CrL are the images of the simple objects in C _ L .
If E is any set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in a ring A, the
functor
A-Mod ª EAE-Mod
V ¬ EV
identifies EAE-Mod with the localisation of A-Mod at the subcategory
consisting of those V with EV s 0. This is a mild generalisation of Green
w x7, Sect. 6 . We will abuse terminology and refer to AEA as a localisation
of A.
A Grothendieck category C is said to be locally finite if every object of
C is the union of its finite length subobjects. In this case, if V, L g C with
w xL simple, we write V: L for the composition multiplicity of L in V, which
is defined to be
w x w xV : L s sup W : L N W F V , W of finite length . 4
 .  .We write N resp. N for the natural numbers without resp. with zero.0
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2. PARTITION ALGEBRAS AND POTTS MODULES
 .2.1 The Graph Algebra. Let g be a finite graph. We will usually
confuse g notationally with its vertex set, leaving its edge set to be
 X.  4 understood from the context. Write n resp. n for the set 1, . . . , n resp.
 X X4.  .1 , . . . , n . By an n, m -graph we mean a finite graph g together with a
map
l : n j mX ª g .g
Thus l labels the appropriate vertices with the elements of n j mX. Ag
 .given vertex may have many labels or none at all . We refer to the vertices
 X.  .labelled by n resp. m as the inputs resp. outputs of g, and call them
collectively the exterior ¨ertices of g.
 .If g is an n, m -graph we write ; for the equivalence relation ong
X  .  .n j m given by i ; j if and only if l i and l j lie in the sameg g g
 .connected component. If h is a second n, m -graph we write g « h to
  X.  X..mean that ; is contained in ; as subsets of n j m = n j m .g h
 .A morphism of n, m -graphs is a graph morphism which commutes with
 .the structure maps. We write G n, m for the set of isomorphism classes of
 .  .n, m -graphs. If n s m we abbreviate this to G n . We do not distinguish
notationally between a graph and its isomorphism class.
Let k be a commutative ring. The graph algebra G is the free k-modulek
 .  .  .with basis D G n, m . The product gh g G l, n of g g G l, m andn, m
 .h g G m, n is obtained by identifying the outputs of g with the inputs of
h. Thus l agrees with l on l and with l on nX. We declare all otherg h g h
products of basis elements to be zero, and extend bilinearly to an associa-
tive product G = G ª G . One should compare this construction withk k k
w xthe tangle category 4 .
 .2.2 The Partition Algebra. We say that a connected component of an
 .n, m -graph g is isolated if it contains no exterior vertices, and that a
 4vertex x is isolated if x is itself an isolated connected component of g.
w x  .Suppose now that k is a Z ¨ -algebra, and let I n, m be the submodule
 .of k G n, m generated by elements of the form
Ç  4g j isolated vertex y ¨g , 1 .
v v v 4  4g j q g j y g , 2 . .  .
 .  .for g g G n, m . In 2 the first term is g with an extra edge inserted
between two of its vertices, while the second is g with those two vertices
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 .identified. For example, we have the following congruences modulo I 1, 1 :
 .  .We call 1 and 2 the chromatic relations because of their close connec-
 .  .tion with chromatic polynomials}see 2.3 . The sum I of the I n, m is
evidently an ideal in G , and we write P for the corresponding quotient,k k
which we call the global partition algebra. Write p : G ª P for thek k
canonical surjection.
 .We say that e g G n, m is a partition if it has no edges and no isolated
 .  .vertices. We write E n, m for the set of these and abbreviate E n, n to
 .  .E n . The map e ¬; restricts to a bijection from E n, m onto the sete
X  .   ..of equivalence relations on n j m . Write P n, m resp. P n for thek k
 .   ..  .  . image under p of k G n, m resp. k G n . From 1 and 2 we see using,
w x.for example, a quick application of Bergman's diamond lemma 2 that the
 .  .image of E n, m is a k-basis of P n, m . We thus abuse notation andk
 .  .write E n, m for this image too. It is easy to check that the algebra P nk
w xis canonically isomorphic to the partition algebra over k as defined in 15 .
 .  .2.3 Chromatic Polynomials. For e g E n, m define a map D :e
 . w x  .G n, m ª Z ¨ by writing in P nZw¨ x
p g s D g ? e. 3 .  .  . e
 .egE n , m
One checks easily using the chromatic relations that D is also given bye
 .« h g h.yg  e.D g s y1 ¨ , .  .e
h
where the sum ranges over all bond subgraphs h of g such that h m e;
 .  .« h and g h denote respectively the numbers of edges and connected
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components of h. A bond subgraph of g is one obtained by deleting a
.subset of the edges of g.
w xIf n s m s 0, D is the usual chromatic polynomial 16 . Our D shouldB e
thus be thought of as a kind of relative chromatic polynomial.
 .2.4 The Potts Module. Let k be a commutative ring. Fix Q g N and
w x w xconsider k as a Z ¨ -algebra via ¨ ¬ Q. For each such choice of Z ¨ -alge-
bra structure on k we define a right G -module U as follows. As ak k
k-module
U s " U n , 4 .  .k k
ngN
 .  Q.mn  4where U n s k . The latter module has a k-basis ¨ for i rangingk i
over the set of maps n ª Q.
 .  .For i: n ª Q and j: m ª Q, let T : U n ª U m be the k-mapi, j k k
defined by ¨ T s d ¨ . Extend this to a map T : U ª U by declaringl i, j i, l j i, j k k
it to be zero on all other summands. Write i j j: n j mX ª Q for the
X  .function which is i on n and j on m after stripping off the primes . If l is
 :any function, let l denote the partition of its domain by the fibres of l.
 .Define r : G ª End U byk k k
r g s DX g Q T , g g G n , m , 5 .  .  .  .  .  ij j: i , j
i , j
where
DX s D , e g E n , m . .e f
f«e
 .  .  .Note that any g g G n, m kills U i except for i s n, and maps U nk k
 .into U m . It is straightforward to check that r is a morphism ofk
k-algebras. Moreover it follows from the chromatic relations that r factors
through p : k G ª P , so U becomes a P -module, which we call thek k k k
 .  .Potts module. The P n -submodule U n of U is the usual Potts modulek k k
w x  .  .  .13 . From 3 and 5 we see that on elements of E n, m we have
r e s T . 6 .  . i , j
 :e« ijj
 .2.5 Remark. There is a slightly more general version of the above,
w x w xwhere one works over Z u, ¨ instead of Z ¨ , and replaces the second
 .chromatic relation 2 by
v v v 4  4g j y u g j y g . .  .
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The polynomials D then become relative versions of the dichromatice
w x  . w xpolynomials 1 . In 2.4 one makes k into a Z u, ¨ -algebra via ¨ ¬ Q,
u ¬ R, where R is some fixed element of k.
 .   4.Take k s C and R s exp 1rT y 1 T g C _ 0 . Evaluating the
 .  .ordinary dichromatic polynomial D g at u s R and ¨ s Q gives theB
 .partition function Z g of the Q-state Potts model on g with temperature T
 . w x  .  .in appropriate units 1 . Let b resp. d be the canonical discrete 0, nn n
  ..  .resp. n, 0 -graph. Here b and d stand for ``birth'' and ``death.'' For an
 .n, m -graph g, b gd is the underlying graph of g. It is easily checkedn m
that
Z g s r b r g r d . 7 .  .  .  .  .n m
 4Let A denote the undirected graph with vertices 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 andn
 4 4edges i, i q 1 : i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2 . In d-dimensional physics there is
particular interest in hyper-cubical lattices, i.e., graphs of the form An1
= ??? = A , considered either as crystal lattices or as discrete approxima-n d
tions to R d. If h is a graph with vertices h , . . . , h , we regard h = A as1 r n
 .  .  .  .an r, r -graph with inputs h , 0 , . . . , h , 0 and outputs h , n y 1 ,1 r 1
 .  .. . . , h , n y 1 , and h = A __h = A as the same r, r -graph except forr n 1
having the edges of h = A removed. Clearly1
n
r h = A __h = A s r h = A __h = A , .  . .nq1 1 2 1
 .so 7 yields an iterative technique for computing the partition function
and corresponding physical observables of the Potts model on such lattices.
 .In this setting the matrix r h = A __h = A is called the transfer matrix,2 1
w xand physical attention is focused on its eigenvalue spectrum 1 .
 .2.6 The symmetric group S acts from the left on U by ``permutingQ k
colours,'' i.e., if i: n ª Q and p g S , p ¨ s ¨ . The action of G isQ i p i k
clearly invariant under change of colour, so the actions of the symmetric
group and of the partition algebra on U centralise one another. We cank
be more precise.
  .  ..Take T s  a T g Hom U n , U m . Then T is a kS -map ifi, j i, j i, j k k k Q
and only if a s a for all p g S and all i, j: n ª Q, i.e., if and onlyp i, p j i, j Q
if a is constant on the orbits of the S -action on the set of mapsQ
X fin  .n j m ª Q. The finitary endomorphism ring End U with respect tok S kQ
 .   .4the decomposition 4 thus has a basis h e , where
h e s T , 8 .  . i , j
 :es ijj
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and e ranges over the partitions of all n j mX with at most Q parts, for
 w xn, m G 0. We can now read off the following result cf. Jones 10 , Martin
w x.13 :
 .2.7 LEMMA.
 .  . fin  .i r P s End U .k k S kQ
 .ii If Q G n q m, r induces an isomorphism
P n , m ( Hom U n , U m . .  .  . .k k S k kQ
Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding remarks and
 .Mobiùus inversion applied to 6 .È
 .2.8 Remarks.
 .i We view this lemma as saying that P is the ``generic limit'' ofk
the endomorphism algebras of the Potts modules as Q ª `.
 .ii If k is a field of characteristic zero or characteristic p ) Q,
 .kS is semisimple by Maschke's theorem. Thus r P is semisimple,Q k
being the endomorphism algebra of a semisimple module, and if Q G 2n
 .the partition algebra P n itself is semisimple.k
 .  .Put P F n s  P i, j , another localisation of P .k 0 F i, jF n k k
 .  .2.9 LEMMA. Suppose k is a field and take n G 1. Then P F n isk
 .Morita equi¨ alent to P n if and only if ¨ is non-zero in k.k
 .Proof. Let e be the identity element of P i , an idempotent in P .i k k
Suppose that ¨ is non-zero in k. We must show that e , . . . , e belong to0 ny1
 .  .the ideal in P F n generated by e . Define an element e g E i, j byk n i, j
X XX X X 41, 1 , . . . , i y 1, i y 1 , i , i , i q 1 , . . . , j if i F j 4  4 4 .  .
e s XX Xi , j   4  41, 1 , . . . , j y 1, j y 1 , j, j q 1, . . . , i , j if i G j. 4 4 .
  . X .  .Here we write elements of E i, j as partitions of i j j . By 2 , multipli-
cation in P givesk
e if n G i G 1ie e e si , n n n , i  ¨e if i s 0,0
as required.
 .  .Suppose conversely that P n and P F n are Morita equivalent.k k
Since k is a field these algebras are artinian, hence have the same finite
number of simple modules. The localisation V ¬ e V therefore kills non
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 .simple modules, hence is an equivalence. The natural map P F n ek n
 .m e V ª V is thus an isomorphism for all V g P F n -Mod, inP n. n kk
 .  .  .particular P F n e P F n s P F n . However, it is easy to see thatk n k k
e belongs to the ideal generated by e if and only if ¨ is non-zero in k,0 n
and we are done.
3. SCHUR ALGEBRAS
In this section we introduce a new algebra defined over the ring of
numerical polynomials which serves as a bridge between the representa-
tion theory of the partition algebras and that of the general linear groups.
 .3.1 Global Schur Algebras. We begin by recasting some basic results
w xon the classical Schur algebras from Green 7 in a slightly different form.
Put
L s l: N ª N N supp l is finite 4 .0
L s l: N ª N N supp l is finite . 4 .0 0 0
The elements of L or L are called weights. If l is a weight we usually0
 .write l instead of l i . The numbers l are called the parts of l. Thei i
< <degree of l is l s  l ; it is finite by definition. If G is any set of weightsi i
 .  w x.and Q g R we write G Q resp. G Q for the subset of G consisting of
 .those weights of degree Q resp. of degree at most Q . The dominant
weights are
q  4L s l g L N l G l G ???1 2
q  4L s l g L N l G l G ??? .0 0 0 1
We define the dominance order G on L in the usual manner, i.e.,0
j j
l G m if and only if l G m ; j g N . i j 0
is0 is0
We define the dominance order on L by
< < < <l G m if and only if m , l , l , . . . G l , m , m , . . . , .  .1 2 1 2
< < < <where the order on the right is that already defined on L . If l s m this0
agrees with the usual definition.
At this point let us add a few words of motivation. Where Green uses
 4  .the set 1, 2, . . . , n to index the basis of the natural GL k -module, it isn
  .convenient for us to begin our enumeration at zero. Thus l g L Q N l0 i
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4s 0 ; i G n corresponds to the set of weights for the classical Schur
 .  .algebra S n, Q . The set L Q is the set of weights for the global Schurk 0
 .algebra of degree Q see below . The set L is the set of weights for the
  ..algebra T to be defined below see 3.3 . This algebra should be thoughtk
of as the generic limit of the global Schur algebras as the length of the first
row tends to infinity. The use of L rather than L is natural here because0
the length of the first row is no longer meaningful: we think of l g L as
 < < .standing for the partition Q y l , l , l , . . . where Q 4 0. Then l G m1 2
in the sense defined above if and only if
< < < <Q y l , l , l , . . . G Q y m , m , m , . . . .  .1 2 1 2
in L .0
For any set X put
I N , X s i: X ª N N supp i is finite . 4 .  .0 0
 .We call the elements of I N , X indices, and as with weights we write i0 x
 .for the value of the index i at x g X. If Q g N we write I N , Q for0
 .  .  .I N , Q . If i g I N , X we define wt i g L by0 0
 4wt i s x g X N i s j . . j x
 .If X is finite we also define wt i g L by the same formula; thus in this0 0
 .  .case wt i is the restriction of wt i to N.0
Let k be a commutative ring. Put E s [ ke , the free k-module onk iiG 0
 4 mQthe countable set e , e , . . . . Take Q g N. The Q-fold tensor power E0 1 k
  .4  .has k-basis e N i g I N , Q , where e s e m ??? m e . For l g L Qi 0 i i i 01 Q
put
M l s k e N wt i s l . 4 .  .k i 0
The symmetric group S acts from the right by place permutation onQ
EmQ, and we have a decomposition of kS -modulesk Q
EmQ s M l . 9 .  .[k k
 .lgL Q0
 .The M l are permutation modules associated to Young subgroups ofk
 . fin  mQ.S . Put S Q s End E , the ring of finitary endomorphisms withQ k k S kQ
 .respect to the decomposition 9 , which we call the global Schur algebra of
degree Q. It is a k-algebra which is free of countable rank over k. Let
 .  .j g S Q be the idempotent projecting onto the summand M l , and ifl k k
n g N let j be the sum of all j for l of degree Q with l s 0 for i G n.l i
 .  .Then S n, Q [ j S Q j is the usual Schur algebra, and it follows fromk k
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w x7, 6.5 that if n G Q this localisation defines a Morita equivalence of
 .  .  .  .S Q with S n, Q . For i, j g I N , Q let j g S Q be the map whichk k 0 i, j k
sends e to  e , where ; denotes conjugacy under the rightm  i, j.;  l, m. l
 .2 w x   .  .2 4S -action on I N , Q . By 7, Sect. 2 , j N i, j g I N , Q r; is aQ 0 i, j 0
 .  .k-basis of S Q . Note that if wt i s l we have j s j . Multiplicationk 0 i, i l
of basis elements is given by the formula
j j s Z i , j, l , m , p , q j , 10 .  .i , j l , m p , q
 .p , q
 .4  .2where the sum is taken over a transversal p, q of I N , Q r; , and0
Z i , j, l , m , p , q s a s g I N , Q i , j ; p , s , s, q ; l , m . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .0
11 .
 w  .x .See Green 7, 2.3b .
 .3.2 DEFINITION. Put
¨w xA s g g Q ¨ g Z : Z s Z , 4 . [  /iiG0
the ring of ``numerical polynomials.'' There is a natural action of Z on A
w x w x .  .by translation: if g g A and i g Z define g i g A by g i j s g i q j .
For N g N we write A for the subring of A generated byN
¨ ¨ ¨, , . . . . It follows easily from the relation /  /  /0 1 N
¨ ¨ y 1 ¨ y 1s q j g N . /  /  /j j j y 1
that A is closed under the translation action of Z.N
< < Q.  .If l g L and Q g N with Q G l define l g L Q by0
lQ. N s lN
Q. < <l s Q y l ,0
and for G : L put
Q. Q. < <G s l N l g G , l F Q . 4
 . Q.If i g I N , N has support in Q, we denote by i its restriction to Q.0
 Q..  .Q.Then wt i s wt i .0
 .Let S be the group of permutations of N. For i, j, l, m g I N , N` 0
 .  .write i, j ; l, m if the pairs are conjugate under the right action of S`
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 .2   .4on I N , N . Take symbols j N i, j g I N , N with j s j if and0 i, j 0 i, j l, m
 .  .   .only if i, j ; l, m . Let T be the free A-module with basis j N i, jA i, j
 .2 4g I N , N r; .0
The proof of the following proposition will occupy us for the next few
subsections.
Ã .  .3.3 PROPOSITION. There are unique elements Z i, j, l, m, p, q g A such
that
 .i If the supports of i, j, l, m, p, q are contained in Q then
Ã Q. Q. Q. Q. Q. Q. . .  .  .Z i, j, l, m, p, q Q s Z i , j , l , m , p , q , with Z as in 11 .
 .ii If all the parts of the weights of i, j, l, m, p, q are less than or equal
Ã .to some N g N, then Z i, j, l, m, p, q lies in A.N
 .iii The definition
Ãj j s Z i , j, l , m , p , q j , 12 .  .i , j l , m p , q
 .p , q
 .4  .2where the sum is taken o¨er a trans¨ ersal p, q of I N , N r; , makes T0 A
 .into an associati¨ e A-algebra without identity .
 .  .3.4 Remarks. i If the weights of i, j, l, m have degrees bounded by
Qr2, one can replace them by new elements having support in Q without
 .changing the elements j and j . The summation in 12 can also bei, j l, m
 .restricted to pairs p, q with support in Q, so the sum in 12 is finite. We
see that under the specialisation A ª Z, ¨ ¬ Q we recover a part of the
 .  .multiplication of S Q . This remark is formalised in 3.9 below.Z
 .  . .ii The uniqueness statement is clear from 3.3 i , since this speci-
Ãfies the value of Z at infinitely many integers Q. Moreover, once we have
 . .proved the existence of numerical polynomials satisfying 3.3 i , part
 . .3.3 iii is immediate: associativity amounts to checking certain identities
among numerical polynomials, which we know hold at infinitely many
values of Q by the associativity of multiplication in the Schur algebras. It is
 . .thus enough to prove that the function of Q defined for large Q by 3.3 i
is indeed a numerical polynomial, and that it satisfies the condition
 . .3.3 ii .
 .iii If k is an A-algebra we write T for the k-algebra T m k. Ask A A
with the Schur algebras, we write j for j if l has weight l. The j forml l, l l
a complete set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in T .k
 .3.5 EXAMPLE. To display a basis element j we write the values ofi, j
the maps i and j as lists extending to the right, with i above j and trailing
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zeroes omitted. As a sample multiplication the reader can check that
11000 11111 ¨ y 2 11 ¨ y 3 110 ¨ y 4 1100s q q . /  /  /11111 11000 3 11 2 101 1 0011
 .  .3.6 The proof of 3.3 is purely combinatorial, and we approach it by
formulating a slightly more general problem. Temporarily we will allow
 .weights taking negative entries for convenience only . We say that a
weight w in this new sense is non-negati¨ e if all its entries are so, i.e., if w
is a weight in the old sense.
  ..Let A be a finite set. Given a collection F s F a of not neces-ag A
  ..sarily disjoint finite sets, and a family w s w a of weights putag A
n F , w s a f : F a ª N wt f N s w a ;a g A . .  .  . .D 0 0 F a. 5
agA
 . <  . < <  . <This is evidently zero unless all w a are non-negative and F a s w a
for all a g A.
 .Suppose further that none of the sets F a meets N; we can always
ensure this by replacing the original arrangement by an isomorphic one.
 4 d , r   .d , r . d , rFor d : A ª 0, 1 and r g N put F s F a and w sag A
  .d , r .w a whereag A
F a j r if d a s 1 .  .d , r
F a s .  F a if d a s 0 .  .
d , r
w a s w a q d a r , 0, 0, . . . . .  .  .  .
 .  .  d , r d , r .3.7 LEMMA. For fixed F, w and d as abo¨e, n F , w is a
 .numerical polynomial in r. More precisely, if w a F N for all a g A and alli
 d , r d , r .i ) 0, then n F , w is gi¨ en by an element of AN
 .  d , r d , r .Proof. If d a s 0 for all a g A, n F , w is independent of r and
 .we are done. Thus suppose that d b s 1 for some b g A and put
X  X4 XA s A j b where b is some new element not appearing in A. For fixed
  .. Xr define C s C a byag A
d , r¡  4F a if a g A _ b .~C a s . F b if a s b .
X¢r if a s b ,
 .d , ri.e., we break each set F b into two pieces: an r-independent piece
 .  X.F b and an r-dependent piece F b s r.
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 . < <Let D be the infinite set of weights l with l s 0 and l , l , . . . G 0.1 2
l  l .. XFor such l define c s c a byag A
d , r¡  4w a if a g A _ b .
l ~c a s . w b y l if a s b .
X¢l q r , 0, 0, . . . if a s b . .
 .d , rThe l g D parameterise all the ways to break up the weight w b into
 . < <two parts, one for F b and one for r. Note that since l s 0, adding l to
a weight m does not change the degree of m, although it will often happen
that the new weight m q l has negative parts and hence contributes
.nothing to our sums . We now have
n Fd , r , w d , r s n C , c l . 13 . .  .
lgD
The contribution due to a given l g D is zero unless
 .i  l F r.jG1 j
 .  .ii l F w b for all i ) 0.i i
 .In particular 13 is a finite sum. We claim that for all l g D
r y l r y l y lr 1 1 2ln C , c s n F , w y dl ??? , 14 .  . . l /  /  /l l1 2 3
  .  . .where w y dl is shorthand for w a y d a l . This is enough, sinceag A
the first factor is independent of r, while the binomial product is a
 .numerical polynomial in r lying in the appropriate subring of A by ii and
 .3.2 .
 .Consider the maps f counted by the left hand side of 14 . If  l ) rjG1 j
 .there are no such maps by i , and the binomial product is zero. If
 . l F r, the number of maps f satisfying the constraint wt f N s ljG1 j 0 r
r y lr 1 .q r, 0, . . . is precisely ??? . For each such choice of f N therer /l  /l1 2
 .are n F, w y dl choices for the rest of f.
 .Completion of the Proof of 3.3 . Fix R g N so that the supports of
i, j, l, m, p, q lie in R, and take Q G R. To show that the coefficient
 Q. Q. Q. Q. Q. Q..Z s Z i , j , l , m , p , q is a numerical polynomial in Q we
may assume by weight considerations that j s l, i s p, and q s mp for
some p g S . By definition, the value of Z at Q is the number of indicesR
 .s g I N , Q such that0
 Q. Q..  Q. .i , j ; i , s
Q . Q Q. .  .jp , q ; s, q . . .
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 .For each b g N let F i, b be the set of c g R such that i s b, and let0 c
 .  .  .w i, b be the weight of j restricted to F i, b . Define F q, b analogously,
 .but with i replaced by q, and let w q, b be the weight of jp restricted to
 .  .  . 4  .  . F q, b . Put A s i, b , q, b N b g N and d i, b s d q, b s d b0 b, 0
.  d , QyR d , QyR.  .g N . The value of Z at Q is then n F , w as in 3.6 . Thus0
 .by 3.7 we see that Z is a numerical polynomial in Q y R of the
appropriate type, hence also in Q.
 .  .3.8 DEFINITION. Let V be a module for T or S Q . We adopt thek k
usual terminology of weight spaces, calling j V the l-weight space of V,l
and writing it simply lV. Generalising slightly, if G is a subset of the
appropriate weight set we put GV s  lV. If the weight spaces of V arelg G
 .  .finite dimensional, we define its formal character ch V by
ch V s dim lV el, .  .
l
where the el are formal exponentials. We use analogous notions and
 .  .notation for right modules. We write T G and S G, Q for the localisa-k k
G G G  .Gtions T and S Q , respectively.k k
Evaluation at any Q g Z gives a ring homomorphism A ª Z, and if k
is any commutative ring we write k Q. for k made into an A-algebra via
this map. We show now that when Q g N there is an isomorphism
 .Q .between finite pieces of T and S Q .k k
 .  .3.9 LEMMA. The specialisation f ¬ f Q induces an isomorphism of
rings
w xQ .T L Qr2 ( S G , Q , . .k k
where
Q. w xG s l N l g L Qr2 s l g L Q N l G l q l q ??? . 4 4  .0 0 1 2
 w x.Q .Proof. The algebra T L Qr2 is the k-span of those basis elementsk
w xj with i, j having weights in L Qr2 . Under this restriction there are ati, j
 .  .most Q elements a g N with i , j / 0, 0 . We can thus replace i and ja a
by indices with support in Q without changing j . With this choice ofi, j
representing indices, mapping j to j Q . Q . defines a k-linear isomor-i, j i , j
 w x.  .Q . Q .phism T L Qr2 ª S G, Q . The multiplication in T is definedk k k
precisely to make this map an isomorphism of algebras.
 .3.10 We show now how to recover the global partition algebra as a
localisation of T . The essential idea is to identify the Potts module UA k
  ..see 2.4 , viewed now as a right S -module, with a summand of theQ
mQ  .   ..defining module E of S Q see 3.1 , and then to check that thisk k
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identification is compatible with ``taking generic limits.'' The identification
we use is non-canonical as it depends on the choice of the function z to be
defined below. Put
 4E s e N e is a partition of n for some n g N .0
Thus each e g E is a set of disjoint subsets of N with D e s n for some
n G 0.
Fix a function z with the following properties:
 .i The domain of z is E.
 .  .ii For each e g E , z e is an injection e ª N.
 .  .  .iii im z e s im z f if and only if e s f.
 .For e g E define l e g L by
1 if i g im z e .
l e s . i  0 otherwise.
 .  .  .By iii we have l e s l f if and only if e s f. Let H ; L be the set of
 .  .all weights l e so obtained. For each e g E , the function z e gives a
labelling of the parts of e by distinct positive integers, in such a way that
 .no two distinct partitions have the same set of labels. The weight l e
 .records which of the labels are used for e. For i: n ª Q define w i :
Q ª N by0
 : y1z i i j if j g im i .  .  . .
w i s 15 .  .j  0 otherwise.
It is routine to verify that
 .iv w is an S -equivariant injection.Q
 .   ..   ..  :  :v wt w i s wt w j if and only if i s j .0 0
  :Recall that i denotes the partition of n given by the fibres of the map
.  .i. Here we have shifted the natural left action of S on I Q, n to theQ
right by inversion. Since all the algebras involved are isomorphic to their
opposites, the choice of left or right is purely one of taste. Note that by
 .iv , w defines a bijection
; Q.I Q, n ª i g I N , Q wt i g H . .  .  . 40
 4The maps i: n ª Q for n g N parameterise the basis ¨ of the Potts0 i
module, and extending the map ¨ ¬ e additively gives a map U ª EmQ,i w  i. Z Z
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inducing an isomorphism of right ZS -modulesQ
U ( " M l . .Z Z
Q .lgH
Each partition e of n into at most Q parts determines the permutation
 .  .module summand [ Z¨ of U n , which corresponds under 16 toi Z i:se
  ..M l e . We thus have an induced isomorphism of finitary endomorphismZ
rings:
Endfin U ( S H Q. , Q . 16 .  . .Z S Z ZQ
 .Recall from 2.6 that the left hand side has a basis consisting of all
 :. Xh i j j , for i: n ª Q, j: m ª Q, m, n G 0. This element corresponds
 .  .  .under 16 to j , so from 6 and 2.7 we have a surjection of ringsw i., w  j.
P Q . ª S H Q. , Q .Z Z
e ¬ j . 17 . w i. , w  j.
 :e« ijj
 .Here if e g E n, m , the sum is restricted to those maps i: n ª Q and j:
X  .Q .m ª Q. This map is injective on restriction to P n, m if Q G n q mZ
 .by 2.7 again.
 . q3.11 The set H of dominant conjugates of elements of H is
q aH s 1 a G 0 . 4 .
We call weights l of this form hook weights since lQ. is a hook weight in
< <the usual sense for Q G l .
PROPOSITION. Let k be an A-algebra.
 .  .i The k-algebras P and T H are isomorphic; thus P is Moritak k k
equi¨ alent to the localisation of T at Hq.k
 .  .   ..ii If n G 1, P n resp. P F n is Morita equi¨ alent to thek k
qw x  .4  qw x.localisation of T at H n _ 0 resp. H n .k
 .  .  .Proof. i For i: n ª Q define w i : N ª N by 15 , and define an0
 .  .  .A-linear map c : P ª T H by the formula 17 using the new w . ThisA A
 .is an isomorphism of A-modules which by 3.9 induces the injection
 .  4Q .P ¨ S H, Q constructed above whenever Q G 2 max n, m . Thus cZ Z
is itself an algebra isomorphism, which induces the required isomorphism
 .P ª T H by base change.k k
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 .ii This follows because the set of dominant conjugates of weights
 . qw x  .4  .4of the form l e for e a partition of m is H m _ 0 if m ) 0 and 0
if m s 0.
4. CHARACTERISTIC-FREE REPRESENTATION THEORY
 . w x4.1 Tableaux. We recall some ideas from Green 7, Sect. 4 . The
w xYoung diagram of a weight l g L is the subset l of N = N defined by0 0
w xl s a, b g N = N N b F l . 18 4 .  .0 a
We adopt the matrix convention for drawing Young diagrams, so that, for
 2 .example, if l s 5, 4 , 1 we have
I I I I I
I I I Iw xl s I I I I
I
w xDefine a l-tableau to be a map T : l ª N , and declare T to be0
w xsemi-standard if the values of T are non-decreasing along the rows of l ,
and standard if it is semi-standard and also the values are strictly increas-
w x ling down the columns of l . We fix once and for all a l-tableau T which
< <is bijective onto Q, where Q s l , and call it the basic l-tableau. For
 . l l w xi g I N , Q its l-tableau T is defined to be the composite iT : l ª Q0 i
 . lª N . We declare i to be semi- standard if T is so. This depends upon0 i
the choice of T l. Any l-tableau T can be written T s T l for a uniquei
 .  .  .  .  .choice of i g I N , Q , and we put wt T s wt i and wt T s wt i .0 0 0
 .The canonical index l l of weight l is defined by requiring its l-tableau
to be
00000 ???
1111
lT sll. 222...
 w  . x. lcf. Green 7, 4.3 , Example 2 . Again this depends on the choice of T .
 .4.2 Standard Basis Elements. We say that a basis element j ofi, l
 .  .  .  .S Q has weight m, l if wt i s m and wt l s l. Just as in WoodcockZ 0 0
w x17 , the semi-standard l-tableaux T of weight m are in bijective corre-
 .spondence with the basis elements j of weight m, l . The correspon-i, l
dence is given by T l l j . This does not depend on the choice of T l:i i, ll.
l l  .if we replace T by s T for some s g S , then i and l l are replacedQ
y1  . y1by is and l l s , respectively, and j is unchanged. We define ai, ll.
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basis element j to be left standard if it corresponds under the abovei, l
bijection to a standard tableau. We define j to be right standard if j isi, l l, i
left standard.
We extend these notions to T by declaring a basis element j of TA i, l A
 . Q . Q .to be left resp. right standard if j is so for all Q 4 0. The proof ofi , j
the following lemma is left to the reader.
 .  .  .  .4.3 LEMMA. Take i, l g I N , N , and put m s wt i , l s wt l . Take0
w x  .Q g N with l, m g L Qr2 . Then j is left resp. right standard if andi, l
only if j Q . Q . is so.i , j
 .The definitions of standardness transfer in the obvious way to S Qk
and T .k
 . w x4.4 Codeterminants. Following Green 8 we define a codeterminant of
q .  .shape l g L Q in S Q to be an element of the form j j where0 Z i, l l, j
 . qwt l s l. Similarly a codeterminant of shape l g L in T is an0 A
 .element of the form j j where wt l s l. In either case j j is ai, l l, j i, l l, j
standard codeterminant if j is left standard and j is right standard.i, l l, j
We will refer to the following result as the straightening theorem:
 .4.5 THEOREM. The standard codeterminants form an A-basis of T .A
More precisely, an arbitrary codeterminant of shape l can be uniquely
expressed as a linear combination of standard codeterminants of shapes h for
h G l.
Proof. Fix m, n g L; it is enough to prove the corresponding statement
within mT n. Let M be the matrix over A whose columns are the coeffi-A
cients of the standard codeterminants in mT n with respect to the basis ofA
m n  .  .  .j 's in T . By 3.9 and 4.3 , if Q 4 0, the evaluation f ¬ f Q takesi, j A
m n m
Q .
 .n Q .codeterminants in T to codeterminants in S Q , and faithfullyA Z
w xreflects the standardness property. By Green 8, Sect. 6 the standard
codeterminants form a basis of the latter module, so the integral matrix
 .M Q is square with determinant "1 for Q 4 0. Thus M is square with
determinant "1, and the standard codeterminants form a basis of mT n.A
For the refined statement, take a codeterminant j gmT n of shape l, andA
write it as a linear combination of standard codeterminants of various
shapes. On specialisation at Q 4 0, the coefficients of all terms with
w xshapes h h l are zero by 8, Sect. 6 again, so these coefficients are zero
m nin T .A
 .4.6 Remark. One can check that the straightening algorithm for
w xcodeterminants given for the Schur algebra in 17 leads without difficulty
to a corresponding algorithm for T .k
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If k is an A-algebra which is a field, the algebra T is very close to beingk
quasi-hereditary. The obvious way to define a suitable notion would be to
require that T -Mod be a highest weight category in the sense of Cline,k
w xParshall, and Scott 5 . However, T -Mod is usually not a locally finitek
  .category, so the standard definition is not applicable see 5.8 for the
.failure of local finiteness . We will content ourselves here with proving the
basic representation-theoretic facts which exhibit the analogy; we do not
formulate an appropriate axiomatisation.
 .  . q  .  .Choose a labelling l 1 , l 2 , . . . of L such that l i G l j implies
i F j. For example, the following ``degree-wise'' lexicographic order would
do:
0 , 1 , 2 , 12 , 3 , 2, 1 , 13 , . . . . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Let J be the ideal of T generated by the idempotents j for j F i.i k l j.
Thus
J - J - J - ??? , 189 .1 2 3
and the union of the ideals J is the whole of T . By the straighteningi k
theorem, J has a basis consisting of all standard codeterminants of shapei
 .l for j F i. Thus the quotient J rJ i ) 1 has a basis consisting of thej i iy1
images of all standard codeterminants of shape l .i
 . lWe define the standard or Weyl module D l to be the quotient of Tk k
by the submodule generated by all weight spaces mT l for m ) l. Anotherk
 .application of the straightening theorem shows that D l has a basisk
consisting of the images of those standard basis elements of the form
 .  .j . In particular D l is infinite dimensional unless l s 0 . We definei, ll. k
X  .the right-handed version D l analogously; the corresponding basis state-k
ment holds. It follows that multiplication induces an isomorphism of
T -bimodulesk
D l m DX l ( J rJ . 180 .  .  .k i k k i i iy1
 . l4.7 THEOREM. For l g L, T has a finite filtration with sections of thek
 .  .form D m for m G l. The section D l occurs only once, and as the topk k
section.
 .Proof. Taking right l-weight spaces in 189 gives a filtration of Tk
 .  .which has sections of the form D m by 180 . The number of times thatk
 . X  .lD m appears is the k-rank of D m . By construction this is finite, andk k
X  .lnon-zero only if m F l. The final statement holds since D l has rankk
one.
Now suppose that k is a field. The usual highest weight argument shows
 .  .that D l has a unique simple quotient, which we denote L l . This isk k
again infinite dimensional in general.
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 .  .  .4.8 THEOREM. i L l is characterised among the simple T -modulesk k
l  . m  .by the properties of ha¨ing dim L l s 1 and L l s 0 for all m g l.k k
 .  . qii The L l for l g L form a complete set of pairwise non-isomor-k
phic simple modules in T -Mod.k
 .Proof. i If L is any simple module with these two properties there is a
l  .surjective map T ª L which kills the kernel of the projection onto D l .k k
 .Thus L ( L l .k
 .ii Let L be any simple module. By definition of T -Mod, L is thek
sum of its weight spaces, so taking l with lL / 0 gives a surjection
T l ª L. Since T l ( T m whenever l and m are conjugate under the actionk k k
of S , we may assume that l is dominant, and moreover that it is`
 .maximal among the dominant weights of L. The proof of i gives L (
 .L l .k
 .4.9 Remark. For V g T -Mod and l g L we define the compositionk
 .multiplicity of L l in V byk
l lV : L l s V : L l , .  .k k
where the multiplicities on the right are computed in the category of
 4.modules for the localisation T l . The latter category is locally finitek
 4.because T l is a finite dimensional algebra, so the notion of composi-k
tion multiplicity is well-defined there. The composition multiplicities are
finite whenever V has finite dimensional weight spaces; this holds in
particular for the standard modules.
 .4.10 THEOREM. Suppose that k is a field and that G is finite. Suppose
further that Gq[ GS l Lq is a coideal in Lq for the dominance order.`
 .Then the isomorphism classes of simple T G -modules are naturally indexedk
q  .by G , and T G is a quasi-hereditary algebra with respect to the dominancek
order on Gq.
Proof. By Morita equivalence we may replace G by Gq. If l g Gq we
l  . q m  .certainly have L l / 0. On the other hand if m g G with L l / 0,k k
then m F l, so l g Gq. This establishes the claim about the simple
 .modules. Quasi-heredity follows by localising 4.7 . The standard modules
G q .are the D l for l g G .k
 . q4.11 Remark. Any finite subset G of L is contained in a finite
< < < <coideal, since l G m implies that l F m . In view of the above theorem,
one might thus say that T -Mod is ``residually a highest weight category''k
when k is a field.
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5. POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC
 .5.1 If char k s 0, any ring homomorphism w : A ª k factors through
w x  .Q ¨ , so is uniquely determined by the element w ¨ g k. Moreover any
element of k determines a homomorphism in this way.
When char k s p ) 0 things are rather different. Denote by Z resp.p
.  .Q the ring of p-adic integers resp. numbers , considered as topologicalp
rings with respect to the p-adic topology. For R g Z we have a uniquep
w x  .ring map w : Q ¨ ª Q sending ¨ to R. We claim that w A F Z . ForR p R p
gfixed i G 0 the map Q ª Q , g ¬ is polynomial, hence continuous.p p  /i
We can write R s lim R with the R g Z, thusm mª
R¨ R mw s s lim g Z ,R p /  /  /i i ª i
establishing the claim. Composing with the projection Z ª F and thep p
inclusion F ª k gives a specialisation A ª k which we also denote w .p R
 .5.2 LEMMA. Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0.
 .i E¨ery ring map w : A ª k is of the form w for a uniquelyR
determined R g Z . In particular its image is the prime subfield of k.p
 . lii If N - p , the restriction of w to A depends only on the first lR N
terms of the p-adic expansion of R.
¨¨Proof. The product is the number of ways to choose an ordered /  /ji
 4 < < < <pair of subsets I, J of 1, . . . , ¨ such that I s i and J s j. By consider-
ing the possibilities for I l J we see that if 0 F i F j we have the following
equality in A:
i¨ i q j y l ¨¨ is . 19 . /  / /  /  /j i q j y li l ils0
 .Put A s Arp A, an F -algebra. Using 19 and the p-adic expansion of thep p
binomial coefficient, we have in Ap
n q p j¨ ¨ n¨ ¨ js q , p F n. 20 .j j j /  /jn n /  /  /p n q p p /p
Write n s n q n p q ??? qn pr with 0 F n F p y 1. If all n are strictly0 1 r j j
less than p y 1 we have in Fp
n q p j n q 1js s n q 1 / 0.jj  / /p 1
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 .Induction using 20 shows that quite generally,
¨¨ rbelongs to the subring of A generated by 1 F i F r if n F p .ip /  5n  /p
21 .
 .Using 20 again we have in Ap
¨¨ ¨ ¨
s i q 1 q i 1 F i - p . .  .jj j j /  /  / /i q 1 pp ip ip .
By induction on i we deduce the following equality in A :p
¨¨
y m s i q 1 ! j G 0, 1 F i - p . .  . jj /  / / i q 1 pp  .0FmFi
22 .
 .Let w : A ª k be a ring map; then w factors through A , so by 22 withp
¨ ¨i s p y 1 we have w g F for all j G 0. Write w s R with 0 F Rj jp j j /  /p p
F p y 1 and put R s R q R p q ??? g Z . We have0 1 p
R q R p q ??? qR pr0 1 r s R in F whenever r G j,j pj /p
thus by continuity
¨ ¨
w s R s w . 23 .j jR j /  /p p
 .  .The stated results now follow from 21 and 23 .
Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0. Take R g Z and regard k asp
 .  .an A-algebra via the homomorphism w 5.1 . From 3.9 we get theR
following useful isomorphism, which shows that in positive characteristic
we may view T as being pasted together from ordinary Schur algebras.k
 .5.3 PROPOSITION. Let G ; L be a finite set of weights, and take
Q, l g N satisfying
w xl g L Qr2 ;l g G
l - pl ;l g G ; i G 1i
Q ' R mod pl .
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 .  .Then the specialisation f ¬ f Q of 3.9 induces an isomorphism of k-
algebras
T G ( S GQ. , Q . .  .k k
w xProof. The condition on Q ensures that G ; L Q , so the result follows
 .  . .from 3.9 and 5.2 ii .
 .Note that there are always infinitely many pairs Q, l satisfying the
hypotheses of the proposition.
 .As an immediate corollary we read off the connection between P kk
and the Schur algebras which was announced in the Introduction. We also
reduce the problem of the composition multiplicities of the standard
modules for T in positive characteristic to a subproblem of the analogousk
problem for the general linear groups.
 .5.4 COROLLARY. Let k be as abo¨e.
 .  . w x  .4i Choose Q, l as in 5.3 for G s H n _ 0 . Then the partition
 .  Q. .algebra P n is Morita equi¨ alent to S G , Q .k k
 .  .  4ii Choose Q, l as in 5.3 for G s l, m . Then
Q. Q.D l : L m s D l : L m , 24 .  .  .  . .k k k k
 .where the composition multiplicities on the right are as defined in 4.9 , and
the D and L on the right are the Weyl and simple modules for the appropriate
 .GL k .n
Let k be as above. We now describe the simple modules for P andk
 .  .P n . By 3.11 those for P are the non-zero images under localisationk k
of the simple T -modules, so are indexed by the weights n g Lq withk
H  .   . .L n / 0 see 3.8 for notation . Similarly, for fixed n G 1 the simplek
 . w x q K  .P n -modules are indexed by those n g L n l L such that L n / 0,k k
w x  .4where K s H n _ 0 .
Recall that a dominant weight l is said to be column p-regular if all the
differences l y l are strictly less than p. The following theorem is ani iq1
w  .xanalogue of Green 7, 6.4b .
 .  . q H  .5.5 THEOREM. i For n g L , we ha¨e L n / 0 if and only if n isk
column p-regular.
 . w x q K  .ii For n g L n l L , we ha¨e L n / 0 if and only if n isk
 .column p-regular, and n / 0 if R g pZ .p
 .Proof. i After a few preliminary reductions the proof follows that of
w  .x7, 6.4b , and for the most part we only point out how to make the
w  .xappropriate modifications; unexplained notation is taken from 7, 6.4b .
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Fix n g Lq and suppose that n is not column p-regular. Since the set
of weights of any P -module is closed under the natural action of S , it isk `
h  .  a.enough to show that L n s 0 for every weight h of the form 1k
 .  .  4a G 0 . Take Q, l g N satisfying the hypotheses of 5.3 with G s n , h ,
and choose n so that n and h have less than n non-zero parts. By the
 .conclusion of 5.3 we may work instead in the ordinary Schur algebra
 . Q. Q.S n, Q . The weights n and h are replaced by l s n and v s h sk
 a.  .  .  .Q y a, 1 , and the module L n by the simple S n, Q -module L l ofk k k
highest weight l.
l  .Let T s T be the Young diagram of l, and l s l l the canonical
 .  .   ..index 4.1 . Let R T resp. C T be the subgroup of S preserving theQ
 .rows resp. columns of T. The weight space in question is spanned by the
elements
T : T 25 .  . l h
 .hgiR T
w  .x w  .xfor i ranging over all indices of weight v 7, 6.4c . By 7, 5.3b we may
further restrict ourselves to those indices i with T standard, soi
0 ??? 0 ) ) ??? )
) ??? ) )
T si ) ??? )
...
where all the elements ) are distinct and non-zero. Let T X denote the
tableau obtained by deleting the first row of T. Let K be the subgroup of
 .R T consisting of those elements which fix the first row pointwise and
X  .preserve the set of columns of T . Then K acts fixed point freely on iR T ,
 .  .  .and its order is n y n ! n y n ! ??? . It follows that the sum 25 is zero1 2 2 3
by breaking it up into K-orbits.
Conversely, suppose that n is column p-regular. In this case we choose
< <  < < < l <.  Qy < l < < <.a s n , so that v s Q y l , 1 . Let u be the index 0 , 1, 2, . . . , l .
v  .We claim that the element of L l given byk
j ? T : T s sgn s c , 26 .  .  . u , l l l ls , ut
X .  .sgC T tgR T
X .  .is non-zero, where R T is the subgroup of R T fixing the first row
X .pointwise. Let p g R T be the permutation which reverses the entries in
X  .the columns of T , and consider the coefficient of c in 26 . Thelp , u
w x  .argument of 7, p. 96 shows mutatis mutandis that if s g C T and
X .t g R T with c s c , then s s p . The subgroup of elementslp , u ls , ut
X .  . .qt g R T which fix lp has order w s  n y n ! , so the re-q G1 q qq1
quired coefficient is "w / 0.
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 .  . qw x  .ii If 0 / n g L n the statement follows from the proof of i ,
 a. < <since the demonstration of non-vanishing uses the hook 1 with a s n .
 .For n s 0 , however, the proof of non-vanishing uses the zero hook. By
 .2.9 we lose a simple module precisely when ¨ is zero in k, and the only
 .one that we can lose is 0 .
 . w x5.6 Remark. Let k be a Z ¨ -algebra which is a field of characteristic
p ) 0, and let R be the image of ¨ in k. If R does not lie in the prime
 . n w xsubfield F of k, P n is Morita equivalent to  kS 15 , so in thisp k is0 i
case understanding the representation theory of the partition algebras is
equivalent to understanding that of the symmetric groups. Note that the
simple modules are again indexed by the column p-regular partitions of
 w  .x.0, 1, . . . , n see, e.g., 7, 6.4b . On the other hand, if R g F we canp
choose R g Z congruent to R modulo p, make k into an A-algebra viap
 .w , and apply 5.4 .R
 .  .R .5.7 Decomposition Matrices. For R g Z, P n is a Z-order inZ
 .  . R . R .P n whose reduction modulo p is P n . Take R f 0, 1, . . . , 2n yQ F p
4  . w x  .R .1 so that P n is semisimple 14 see also the Appendix below .Q
qw xFor l, m g L n , with m column p-regular, and non-zero if R is
congruent to zero modulo p, let d be the composition multiplicity ofl, m
 .R .the simple P n -module indexed by m in the reduction modulo p ofF p
 .  .R .the simple P n -module indexed by l. Thus d is the decomposi-Q l, m
  .  .  ..R . R . R .tion matrix for the triple P n , P n , P n . Choosing Q and lQ Z F p
 .as in 5.4 we have
Q. Q.d s D l : L m . .  .l, m F Fp p
The flow of information is in this case reversible: if one knows the
 .decomposition matrices for all the P n one can read off the decomposi-k
w xtion matrices for all the symmetric groups. As Erdmann has shown 3 , the
latter information allows one in principle to recover the composition
multiplicities of all Weyl modules for all general linear groups.
 .5.8 The Rank One Case. We now give an extended example which
elucidates the structure of the Weyl modules in the single-rowed localisa-
tion of T in positive characteristic. This is closely connected to thek
 .  .modular representation theory of SL k . Corollary 5.10 below shows2
that in general the Weyl modules for T have infinite length, and hencek
that T -Mod is not a locally finite category.k
Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0, made into an A-algebra via the
 .specialisation f ¬ f R for some R s R q R p q ??? g Z . Let G be the0 1 p
 .set of single-rowed weights in L, i.e., those of the form n for some n G 0.
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Note that G is a coideal in L. Fix n G 0; in order to understand the
G  .structure of D l , we work in the localisation at the finite set of weightsk
 .  .  .4n , n q 1 , . . . , n q m where m G 0 is fixed but arbitrary. Choose l so
l lq1 l  .  .that p G m q n; then p G 2 p G 2 n q m , so by 5.3 the information
 .we require is faithfully represented in the Schur algebra S 2, Q , wherek
Q s R q R p q ??? qR pl q plq1.0 1 l
 .Under this correspondence the weight n q i g L for 0 F i F m corre-
 .  .sponds to the weight Q y n y i, n q i for S 2, Q . Passing to the alge-k
 .  .  .braic group scheme SL k and using the identification a, b l a y b,2
 .this becomes N [ Q y 2 n q i .
 .Let us recall some facts from the representation theory of SL k . The2
 .  .Weyl module D N for SL k has a standard basis ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ ofk 2 0 1 N
weight vectors of weights N, N y 2, . . . , yN, respectively, on which the
 j.  j.  .  .standard generators e , f of the hyperalgebra of SL k act for j ) i2
by
j jyi.f ¨ s ¨i j /j y i
N y i jyi.e ¨ s ¨ .j i /j y i
 4Let ) be the least reflexive transitive relation on 0, . . . , N defined by
j ) i if either
j
j ) i and / 0 in Fp /j y i
or
N y j
j - i and / 0 in F ,p /i y j
 4and let ; be the equivalence relation on 0, . . . , N defined by i ; j if
and only if i ) j and j ) i. From the description of the action of e j. and
 j.  .f on D N we see thatk
 .  .i The submodules of D N are the subspaces of the formk
 4D N [ k ¨ N i g J .Jk i
 4 .for J an ideal in the poset 0, . . . , N , ) .
 .  .ii The composition factors of D N are in bijective correspon-k
dence with the equivalence classes of ; .
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Letting m, and hence also l and Q, tend to infinity we obtain the
 .following description of the Weyl modules for the algebra T G . Let )k
be the least reflexive transitive relation on N defined by j ) i if and0
only if
j
j ) i and / 0 in Fp /j y i
or
R y 2n y j
j - i and / 0 in F ,p /i y j
and define ; as before. Let u be the basis vector of weight n q i in thei
 . Weyl module D n for the localisation of T at the set of single-rowedk k
.partitions .
 .  .5.9 LEMMA. i u belongs to the submodule generated by u if and onlyj i
if j ) i
 .  .ii The submodules of D n are the subspaces of the formk
 4D n [ k u N i g G . Gk i
 .for G an ideal in N , ) .0
 .  .iii The composition factors of D n are in bijecti¨ e correspondencek
with the equi¨ alence classes J of ; . Gi¨ en such a class J, the character of
the associated simple module is  enqi..ig J
 .Write ¨ i for the p-adic valuation of the number i. It is routine top
check that in the special case where R s n s 0 we have j ) i if and only if
 .  .¨ j F ¨ i .p p
 .5.10 COROLLARY. In the case R s 0 we ha¨e
 .  l.  i.i ch L p s  e .¨  i.s lp
 .  . 0.ii ch L 0 s e .
 .  .iii The submodule structure of D 0 isk
0 s V ; V ; V ; ??? ; V ; D 0 , .y1 0 1 ` k
 i.  .  .where V rV ( L p , V s D V , and D 0 rV ( L 0 .i iy1 ` ig N i k `0
6. CHARACTERISTIC ZERO
Finally we analyse the representation theory of T in characteristic zero.k
Recall that for any A-algebra k, the localisation of T at the set of hookk
q  .weights H is Morita equivalent to the global partition algebra P 3.11 .k
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 .6.1 PROPOSITION. If k is an A-algebra which is a field of characteristic
zero, T is Morita equi¨ alent to P .k k
Proof. By the preceding remarks it suffices to show that H
q
V / 0 for all
non-zero V g T -Mod, and since every non-zero module has a compositionk
 .  .factor, we may assume that V s L l is simple. By 3.11 the localisationk
qw x  .of T at H n is Morita equivalent to the algebra P F n . Since anyk k
q w xl g L belongs to some L n , it is enough to show that the number M of
 . < qw x <  .simple P F n -modules is N s H n . We apply 2.9 . If ¨ is non-zerok
 .in k, M is equal to the number of simple P n -modules, which is N byk
w x  .14 . If ¨ is zero in k, the number of simple P n -modules is N y 1, andk
M is strictly greater than the latter number. In either case we are done.
 .  .  .6.2 Remark. Note that from 6.1 and 4.10 we recover the known
fact that the partition algebras are quasi-hereditary in characteristic zero.
 .6.3 THEOREM. Let k be as abo¨e and suppose that the image of ¨ is not
in N . Then T and P are semisimple.0 k k
Proof. The two algebras are Morita equivalent, so we treat P . Letk
 .e g P be the idempotent defined in the proof of 2.9 , and put f s ei k n 0
 .q ??? qe . Then f P f is the algebra P F n , and this is semisimple byn n k n k
 . w x  .2.9 and 14 see also the Appendix below . It suffices to show that P ek i
is a semisimple module for all i G 0. If n G i we have
op
End f P e ( e P e ( End P e . .  .  .P F n. n k i i k i P k ik k
Thus f P e and P e have the same number of indecomposable sum-n k i k i
mands. The former is semisimple, however, and since any simple subquo-
tient of P e is detected in f P e for large enough n, we infer that P ek i n k i k i
is itself semisimple.
 .6.4 THEOREM. Let k be an A-algebra which is a field of characteristic
zero in which ¨ maps to R g N . For l g Lq let i g N be minimal such that0
< <R q i ) l q l , 27 .i
and define
Ã < <l s l , . . . , l , R q i y l , l , . . . . 28 . .1 iy1 iq1
Ã  .If l is dominant, the standard module D l for T has length two and soclek k
Ã Ã .  .  .L l . If l is not dominant D l s L l .k k k
 .This has a pleasant pictorial interpretation. Assign to each point x, y
< <  .g N = N the value l q y y x, and let i, j be the lexicographically least
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Ãpoint where the value R appears outside the Young diagram of l. Then l
w x  4  4is the weight with Young diagram l j i = 1, 2, . . . , j . For example, if
 .l s 4, 2, 2, 0, . . . we see from the diagram
I I I I 12 13 ???
I I 9 10 11 12 ???
I I 8 9 10 11 ???
5 6 7 8 9 10 ???
 .  4that D l is simple if and only if R g 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11 .k
 .Proof. Let k and R be as in the statement of 6.4 . We prove the
theorem by applying the Jantzen sum formula in positive characteristic.
For fixed n g N let G : L be the set of dominant weights of degree at
 .most n. By localisation, the theorem holds for D l if and only if thek
 . G  .analogous statement holds for the T G -module D l for all n 4 0.k k
Ã  .Take n large enough so that l and l whenever it is dominant belong
to G.
If A is a ring which is free of finite rank over Z, and L is an absolutelyQ
 .irreducible A -module, the reduction modulo p of L is absolutelyQ Q
irreducible for all sufficiently large primes p. This observation is no doubt
well known, but as we could not find a suitable reference, we give an
argument here. Let L be a Z-lattice in L invariant under A, and letZ Q
¨ , . . . , ¨ be a Z-basis of L . Since L has only scalar endomorphisms,1 n Z Q
the Jacobson density theorem implies that there are elements e in Ai, j Q
with e ¨ s d ¨ . We can write e s ay1 f where 0 / a g Z andi, j l j, l i i, j i, j i, j i, j
f g A. If p is a prime which does not divide any of the a , the reductioni, j i, j
modulo p of V is absolutely irreducible.Z
R.  .Put F s F . Since T G is finite dimensional and all its simple mod-p k
ules are absolutely irreducible, for large primes p, the simple modules for
 .  .T G are obtained by reduction modulo p of those for T G . In provingF k
the theorem we may thus replace k by F. Fix such a prime p G 2n; then
 .the conditions of 5.3 are met with Q s R q p and l s 1, giving an
isomorphism of F-algebras
T G ( S GQ. , Q . 29 .  . .F F
 .The right hand side is a localisation of the Schur algebra S n q 1, Q andF
we can apply standard results from the modular representation theory of
algebraic groups.
Let G be the F-group scheme GL . To be consistent with the notationnq1
of Section 3 we index the rows and columns of matrices and entries of
 :weights by the numbers 0, 1, . . . , n. Let , denote the canonical inner
product on the weight lattice Znq1 of G, and « , . . . , « the standard0 n
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 4.orthonormal basis. The Weyl group is W s Sym 0, 1, . . . , n . The set of
 4  .positive roots is « y « N 0 F i - j F n . Set b s « y « i s 1, . . . , n ;i j i 0 i
 .the reflection perpendicular to b is the transposition 0 i . Put r si
 . nq1n, n y 1, . . . , 0 and define the ``dot action'' of W on Z by
w ? l s w l q r y r . .
nq1  .For a dominant weight n g Z let D n denote the Weyl module for GF
l  .of highest weight n , and let D n denote the lth term in its JantzenF
w x 1  .  .filtration 9, II.8 . In particular D n is the radical of D n .F F
Put n s lQ.. It is easy to check that in this case the Jantzen sum
w xformula 9, II.8.19 reduces to
ch Dl n s x 0 j ? n q pb . 30 .  .  . . F j
l)0 1FjFn
 :b , nqr )pj
Here x is defined by
x m s ch D m if m is dominant .  .F
x w ? m s sgn w x m ;w g W . .  .  .
 .Note that if t ? m s m for some transposition t g W we have x m s 0.
For j g n put
< <n j s 0 j ? n q pb s l y j q p , l , . . . , l , R q j y l , l , . . . . .  .  .j j 1 jy1 jq1
31 .
 : < <We have b , n q r s n y n q j s p q R q j y l y l , so there is aj 0 j j
 .term in 30 corresponding to j if and only if
< <R q j ) l q l . 32 .j
 .  .If 32 fails for all j, D n is simple. If not, let i be the least j for whichF
 .  .32 holds. Then n i fails to be dominant if and only if
< <R q i y 1 s l q l . 33 .iy1
 .Suppose that this is the case and take n G j G i. Then from 31 we have
< <i j ? n j s . . . , l , R q i y l , . . . s . . . , l , l q 1, . . . , .  .  . .iy1 iy1 iy1
 .   ..and the latter weight is fixed under the dot action of i y 1 i , so x n j
 .  .s 0 for all j G i. Thus the right hand side of 30 is zero and D n isF
again simple.
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ÃQ. .Finally suppose that n s n i is dominant. Note that n s l , and byÃ Ã
choice of n this is again in G. We consider the sum formula for n :Ã
 : < <b , n q r s l y i q p y R q i y l q i .  .Ãi i
< <s p y R q i y l y l - p .i
 :b , n q r s l y i q p y l q i q 1 s p q l y l q 1 ) p. .Ãiq1 i iq1 i iq1
Thus j gives a contribution to the sum formula for n if and only if j ) i,Ã
and in this case the corresponding weight is
< <n j s l y j q p , . . . , Q q i y l , . . . , l q j y i , . . . , 34 .  .Ã  .j i
 4where the displayed entries are in positions 1, i, and j, and if l f 1, i, j
 .  .  .  .  .the lth entry is l . Comparing 31 and 34 we see that n j s i j ? n j ,Ãl
which gives
ch Dl n s ch D n y ch Dl n s ch L n y ch Dl n . .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã  F F F F F
l)0 l)0 l)1
Since the left hand side is a non-negative integral combination of charac-
1  .  .ters of simple modules we see that we must have D n s L n .ÃF F
 .  .  .6.5 Remarks. i Theorem 6.4 yields enough information to deter-
mine the complete structure of T -Mod for k as given. For the detailsk
w xcf. 12 .
 .ii The exceptional structure of the partition algebras follows from
 . w x6.4 by localisation. This is proved by a quite different method in 12 . The
present proof is more conceptual, but of course the hard work is hidden in
the Jantzen sum formula.
APPENDIX
For the convenience of the reader we sketch here the main result that
we have taken from the literature on the partition algebra, namely the
 .semisimplicity of P n for Q f N and k of characteristic zero.k 0
0  .We first recall some elementary facts. Let e g E n be the discrete
X 0  . 0  . 0equivalence relation on n j n and D s P n e . Note that E n l D isn k n
a basis for D0 . Using this basis both the degree, l , of the polynomialn S
determinant of the Gram matrix of D0 , and the maximum l g N suchn 0 0
that Ql0 divides this polynomial are readily computed. On the other hand
we know several factors of this polynomial from the non-semisimplicity of
0  4   ..D for Q g 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 see 6.4 . The total degree of these factors isn
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l y l , thus the polynomial is non-vanishing for Q f N , and thus D0 isS 0 0 n
simple projective in these cases.
 .  X4  X4  .  .X4  4  X44Let e g E n be 1, 1 , 2, 2 , . . . , n y 1 , n y 1 , n , n . Then we
have isomorphisms of algebras
e P n e ( P n y 1 .  .k k
P n rP n e P n ( kS . 35 .  .  .  .k k k n
 .Note that if D is a simple projective left P n -module then eD is either ak
 .simple projective left e P n e-module, or zero. For l a dominant weightk
l  .let D be the corresponding standard P n -module. It is readily verifiedn k
 . lthat as a P n y 1 -module D has a filtration with sections of the formk n
D m , where the degree of m differs from that of l by no more than one,ny1
 . land that P n m D has a filtration with sections of the formk P ny1. ny1k
D m, where the degree of m differs from that of l by no more than one. Inn
0  .particular if m - n, D has a filtration as a P m -module with sectionsn k
m < <of the form D , in which every m with 0 F m F n y m appears. Supposem
 .that P m y 1 is semisimple. Then by elementary category theory argu-k
 . l mments a P m -module morphism D ª D implies l & m and m & qk m m
for some q - m. Now consider the adjoint isomorphism
Hom D m , D0 ( Hom P n m D m , D0 . . .  .P m. m n P n. k P m. m nk k k
Note from the above that when Q f N the right hand side is empty if0
< <  l < < < 4  .m ) n y m. Thus if D l - l are simple projective for P r thenr k
 l < < 4  .  .D N l - l q 1 are so for P r y 1 , since as a P r y 1 -modulery1 k k
0  l < < 4   .D is a direct sum with D N l s l q 1 among its summands. Use 35lqr r
.and the fact that kS is semisimple for any n.n
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